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Coming Together
 

The Pittsburgh robotics business community has come together to share with the

world what we’ve known all along, that it is as capable and influential as our

academic institutions, which are led by Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). 

 

This is evidenced by a newly formed alliance, which exists to promote the region,

facilitate strategic connections with industry networks, and influence the overall

development of autonomous industries.

 

Read more about this and explore our Member Spotlight features in our June press

release and from our refreshed website.

 

Also, please continue to follow us as we are planning an exclusive gathering of

Pittsburgh robotics companies and key stakeholders in the Fall. This is a Member-

Only event, but leading sponsors will be there to celebrate the community and chart

our course ahead. Join us if you can.

 
Sincerely,
 
Joel Reed
Executive Director
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PRN Press Event: Robotics/AI Industry Leaders
Announce Commitment to Make Pittsburgh the

‘Robotics Capital of the World’

On June 29, we hosted our first press event where, alongside 100+ robotics and AI
experts, we announced a commitment to make Pittsburgh the Robotics Capital of the
World, and that PRN membership has reached 100+ member organizations. By reaching
this milestone, we have made Pittsburgh home to one of the world’s most dynamic
robotics ecosystems. A $125,000 grant awarded from the Richard King Mellon Foundation
will help to continue and accelerate this growth.
 
“We have created one of the world’s largest platforms where top robotics and AI
companies work together. We’re a community of innovators, builders, and makers
determined to solve the world’s toughest problems,” said Joel Reed, Executive Director of
the Pittsburgh Robotics Network. “The PRN bridges this community to growing pools of
worldwide talent, emerging industry networks, investors, and users of autonomous
solutions.”
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The construction industry is ripe with opportunity for adopting robotic automation, for many
reasons, but a more pressing one is to help close the gap for a skilled labor shortage.
Advanced Construction Robotics has found ways to keep humans and crews on the job
site, while also introducing intelligent machines to help automate specific tasks to improve
safety, enhance productivity, reduce schedule risk, and increase profits.
 
Join us on Wed August 25th at 12pm ET for a virtual panel discussion, where we will
explore a variety of topics related to commercial business growth for robotic automation
companies. Our industry experts will share their own stories, commercialization strategies,
customer success approaches, state of the industry, what 'not' to do, and lessons learned.

REGISTER NOW

Pittsburgh Leads the Nation in Autonomous Vehicle Headlines

Pittsburgh was in national headlines several times recently for our autonomous vehicle
industry. Catch up below:

You'll soon be able to experience Argo AI's technology on the road! Through a
partnership with Ford and Lyft, Lyft users in Miami will be able to select an
autonomous Ford Escape using Argo AI technology.
Aurora recently announced that it will become a public company by merging with
Reinvent Technology Partners Y and will launch its first autonomous product at the
end of 2023. 
Waymo, an autonomous vehicle company that started as the Google self-driving car
project in 2009, is opening an office in Pittsburgh's Bakery Square.
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The Robotics Projects Collects Pittsburgh's Robotics History

Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University have a legacy of leading robotics innovation,
but finding one place to document this rich history has been a challenge - until now. The
Robotics Project is creating a home for the past, present, and evolving futures of robotics.
A collaboration between the University Libraries and the School of Computer Science at
Carnegie Mellon University, this multi-phase, multi-year initiative aims to explain the
development of a scientific field that has remade the modern world. Read more here.

RE2 Robotics Marks 20 Years of Robotics Excellence

RE2 Robotics recently marked their 20th anniversary with the launch of their newest
robotic arm, the RE2 Sapien™ 6M. RE2 was originally founded as a defense
subcontractor to Carnegie Mellon University. Today, anchored in Pittsburgh’s Robotics
Row, the RE2 campus encompasses two buildings on a city block in Lawrenceville and
includes space for indoor, outdoor, and underwater testing of robotic systems. Read more.
 
“We are incredibly proud of the success we have achieved over the past 20 years here in
Pittsburgh. From day one, we have been focused on creating technology that helps
humans to do their jobs safely and efficiently, and we remain dedicated to that mission
today. We look forward to more innovation in the years ahead, as we continue to focus on
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developing intelligent robotic technologies that enhance worker safety and productivity.” -
Jorgen Pedersen, President and CEO of RE2 Robotics.

Funding Opportunity: RK Mellon Foundation Looks to Invest $1M
in For-Profit Organizations

The Richard King Mellon Foundation plans to invest $1M in for-profit companies with
social missions to improve environmental conservation throughout the United States, and
economic development, economic mobility, or health and well-being of Western
Pennsylvanians. Three winning companies will receive a $500,000, $300,000, or
$200,000 investment. Applications are open until September 1st. Read more here.

Pittsburgh Recognized as Most Diverse Tech Workforce

According to a new report, Pittsburgh has the most diverse tech market in North America!
The report found that Pittsburgh has the highest percentage of women who have
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completed tech degrees, a high level of representation for typically underrepresented
groups, and that the average wage for a tech worker in the region increased 15.1% to
$88,685. Read more here.
 
Plus, Pittsburgh tech workers recently made the case for the city during the inaugural City
Pitch Series event hosted by One America Works citing working on the forefront of new
technology, high-quality of life, and a supportive tech ecosystem among the reasons they
chose to work and live in Pittsburgh. Read more about the event here. 

Pittsburgh Robotics Network (PRN) Launches New Website 

In conjunction with our recent press event, we launched our new website! Stay updated on
the latest Pittsburgh robotics ecosystem news, get to know Pittsburgh, find out how you
can get more involved in building the robotics capital of the world, and more on
RoboPGH.org.

Special Thanks To Our Leading Sponsors!
Have an idea for 2021? Contact us at info@robopgh.org to learn about sponsorship opportunities.

 

FOUNDING
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SUSTAINING

ANNUAL

FOUNDING MEMBERS
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ABOUT THE PITTSBURGH ROBOTICS NETWORK

The Pittsburgh Robotics Network (PRN) is dedicated to empowering and strengthening robotics

companies in the Pittsburgh region and positioning the ecosystem as an internationally recognized

powerhouse. Interested in joining or sponsorship opportunities? Email info@robopgh.org. 

Pittsburgh Robotics Network (PRN), PO Box 90128, 5182 Liberty Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15224
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